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SIGNATURES AND TRIGGERING FOR NEW PHYSICS AT THE ssct*

Gordon Kane
Randall Physics Laboratory

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48109

Abstract

In this talk some of the signatures for new physics at future colliders
are described, with emphasis on features that can help in constructing fast
triggers to extract the physics from large backgrounds. The most emphasis is
given to W pairs, with some discussion of the motivation, since the associated
physics is the only kind where calculable Standard Model predictions exist.
Several kinds of hypothetical new physics such as supersymmetry, technicolor,
rare decays, etc. are briefly discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The need for triggering at future hadron colliders is painfully obvious,

since the expected cross section for new physics is at the level of at most

10-11 of the total cross section. On the other hand, it is generally agreed

that a trigger rate of 1 Hz. is "easy" to deal with; that corresponds to about

107 events per year, or a cross section of about 1 nb. at an integrated

luminosity of 1040. In most discussions the goal is to get the fast trigger,

at essentially the hardware level, to the rate of 102 to 103 Hz., which means

rejecting at the level of about 10-6 of a tJTtot • Another factor of 10 2 to 103

is done in fast software, at the msec. level. Of course, none of the new

physics itself is expected to be present at even a rate of 1 Hz., but Standard

Model backgrounds that mimic the new physics may be. The new physics has to

be separated out in offline analysis. A lot of useful input to the trigger

problem is available, in references 1,2,3,4 and some newer calculations.

tResearch supported in part by the U.S. Dept. of Energy
*Talk at the Workshop on Triggering and Data Acquisition for High Energy/High

Luminosity Hadron Hadron Colliders, FNAL, Nov. 1985
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WW SCATTERING -In order to study experimentally why SU(2) is a broken symmetry rather

than exactly conserved like the color and electromagnetic symmetries, how and

why W bosons and fermions get mass, the existence of Higgs bosons, and the

meaning of Higgs sector physics, it may be necessary to study WW scattering in

the 1-1.5 TeV region5 ,6. It is understood1 ,8,9 how to get beams of W's--

essentially in a Weizacker-Williams approximation--so it is realty possible to

study W interactions. There are three kinds of sources of W pairs, shown in

Fig. 1 a-c. The contributions of Fig. 1a are calculable4 in the Standard

Model. Those of Fig. 1b are calculable1 0 if one knows the approximate mass of

the heaviest quark, since it dominates the loop contributions. Only this one,

of the various related contributions for gg+WW, has been calculated. The con-

tributions6 of Fig. 1c can be further divided as in Fig. 2. The graphs

involving only gauge bosons W±, ZO, and'( are known from the Standard Model.

The graphs with a Higgs boson in the s or t channel are calculable for any

given mass for the Higgs boson. It is important6 to include all the graphs of

Fig. 2 together in a gauge invariant set, as anyone of them separately gives

amplitudes growing as s. When Mww is below about a TeV, these Standard Model

calculations should be completely reliable. For larger Mww new nonperturba-

tive interactions could come in. Since it is deviations from the Standard

Model predictions that will tell us what is happening, it is relevant to do

the Standard Model calculations even at larger M as a basis for comparison

with experiment. One complicating feature is that the Higgs' width can be
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where MH and rH are in TeV. 1For Mu=l TeV, this gives rH=Z TeV, etc.
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The important point to remember is that whatever the result we will

necessarily learn new physics from it. Fig. 3 shows some alternatives.6 If

the bottom line, labeled MH«1 TeV, is observed, we know that there is a light

Higgs boson. If there is a Higgs boson of mass about 1 TeV, the curve labeled

MH=1 TeV will be observed. The curve labeled MH»1 TeV is the contribution

from the gauge boson graphs of Fig. 2, beginning to rise with s since the

cancellations from the last two graphs of Fig. 2 are suppressed. Figure 4 is

instructive in terms of event rate, showing for two of the curves of Fig. 3

the expected event rate normalized to an integrated luminosity of 1040 and

assuming perfect detection efficiencies. The vertical scale of Fig. 4 can be

reduced appropriately if less luminosity is available or if less than 100% of

the W pairs can be detected; the likelihood of detecting various branching

ratios is discussed below. When deciding what can be observed, it should be

kept in mind that the absolute normalization of the theoretical cross section

cannot be calculated to better than about a factor of 2, so attention must be

paid to how to decide whether a signal is present at that level.

DETECTING W'S

How can a pair of W's be detected after it is produced? There is of

course background that will mimic W pairs, but before we turn to the

backgrounds we want to find out whether it is possible at all to detect W's in

a realistic situation, and what fraction of them we can hope to capture. The

relevant branching ratios are approximately:
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There is essentially no doubt that it is possible to detect a ZZ pair with

both Z's+ \.1\.1. If the ~ ee mode is also detectable, the resulting branching

ratio is {.03+.03)2=0.0036 for the ZZ pair, not counting detector efficien-

cies. If that is all that is detectable, the vertical scale of Fig. 4 should

be reduced by that factor.

There are six charge states to study, ZZ, Z~, zW-, W+W-, wtwt. Some of

the branching ratios are

Z Z

A \.I\.I+ee \.I\.I+ee 0.0036

B \.I\.I+ee vv 2x.03x.18=.01

C IJIJ+ee qq 2x.03x.73=0.44

D vv qq 2x.18x.73=.25

E qq qq •73x.73= .53
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Z ~

F ~~+ee qq .06x.73=.044

G ~~+ee ~~V .06/6=.01

H vv qq .18x.75=.14

I -
~~V .73/6=.12qq

J - .75x.73=.56qq qq

K

L

M

~v+ev

~v+ev

-qq

~v+ev

qq

qq

1/6x1/6=.028

2x1/6x3/4=.25

3/4x3/4=.56

Some modes are clearly unique and detectable. But many of them are background

for each other! The physics of ZZ and of WZ are quite different; one has an

s-channel Higgs and the other does not, for example. But several modes get

contributions from both. So missing momentum on one side (from escaping neu-

trinos) plus w+qq cannot be used to study ZZ interactions as it gets

contributions from WZ; otherwise it might have been a good signature. Whether

the two can be combined or more subtle cuts can be made has not been studied.

Similar overlaps occur with modes C,F; D,H; E,M,J; I,L. Only modes A,B,G, and

K are uniquely interpretable, and K may not be useful because there are two

neutrinos. A and B together have a branching ratio of a little over 1% of ZZ

pairs, G has 1% of WZ, and no W+W- mode is clearly interpretable.

I have not yet considered non-W-pair backgrounds. The most serious of

these11 ,12, production of W plus a qq that looks like a W, will be discussed

by Gunion in his talk. My point has been that we do not yet even know how to
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get a unique, interpretable sample of W pairs in a given charge state at a

level above about 1% of the W pair cross section. With more thought it may be

possible to combine states in a useful way. As it stands, it will be

necessary to reduce the vertical scale of Fig. 4 by about a factor of 25,

assuming detector inefficiencies of only 50%.

For now, let us be optimistic that it will be possible to study some

modes such as L above, which have W+qq. One of the useful tools that may help

identify w+qq is the opening angle distribution. There is a minimum opening

angle, since conservation of energy and momentum do not allow a massive

particle to decay into colinear massless ones, and most of the decays pile up

near the minimum, as shown6 in Fig. 5. The distribution is different for

longitudinal and for transverse W's, which may either be a useful way to

enhance the fraction of longitudinal W's, or a problem. The latter would

occur if a cut on opening angle biased the projection of longitudinal W's.

The actual projection of the fraction of longitudinal W's is given by6

f L = f~ ~*(cosa*) [2-5cos2 a*]dcosa*

where

~* =f ~*+(I-f )~*L L L T

and

* 3~ =-(I+cos2 a*).T 4
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Here a* is the W decay angle in the W rest frame, and ~t,~; are the decay

distributions for longitudinal and transverse W's respectively. It is also

possible to project fL out by comparing the energies of the two fermions from

W decay. To study WW interactions it will be crucial to determine the

fraction of W pairs that have longitudinal W's, as a function of M, since the

new physics is expected to be closely tied to the W polarization, because the

Higgs mechanism operates by turning Goldstone bosons into longitudinal W's.

It is extremely important not to make any cuts in the triggering process that

bias the longitudinal projection.

Another very desirable goal is to separate Zls and w±. Some Z's can be

identified as ~~ or ee, and some W's as ~v or eVe It may also be possible to

use the 12 GeV separation of Z and w± to identify them by their mass in the qq

mode; at least, mass resolutions of a few GeV, which would allow the

separation to be made, are frequently mentioned.

The above questions need considerable further study. W pairs are the

only physics where the mass scale to surely learn new physics is known, and

the predictions to compare data with are calculable in the Standard Model.

Whether it is possible to study W pairs experimentally in the relevant energy

region has not yet been definitively established; the extent to which various

decay modes can be detected is the major remaining question. It appears to be

answerable in the near future.

Some of the properties of W pairs on which one can base a trigger are:

• isolated, hard, charged lepton

• large missing momentum (the distributions of the charged lepton and

the neutrino are not symmetric, the neutrino being harder for V-A decay)

• the mass formed from the missing momentum and the charged lepton

momentum is about Mw
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for ~ qq there are two jet cores ••• although they overlap, they

should be separable, with opening angle given by Fig. 5

HYPOTHETICAL NEW PHYSICS

Many possible kinds of new physics that might appear at higher energies

have been studied in some detail. Unfortunately, there are no firm

predictions for the mass scales where the new physics should appear, and no

compelling arguments. Most workers believe that supersymmetry could only be

relevant to understanding the electroweak scale if some supersymmetric

partners have masses around or below Mw, and well below a TeV. Some

technicolor particles that can be copiously produced are expected to have

masses around 250 GeV or 160 GeV, and others around 1 TeV; the situation is

analogous to the ordinary pseudoscalars (~,n,k) and vectors (p,w,k*) with the

former considerably lighter than the latter. There are no widely accepted

estimates for the masses of new quarks and leptons that might belong to a

fourth generation or fit into multiplets of a higher symmetry. Arguments that

heavier fermions would lead to radiative corrections that would contradict

experiment for the p parameter, or for Wmasses, have been weakened as higher

order calculations have been included13 , so all masses should be considered.

Perhaps a useful guide would be to be able to look at least as far as the

existing mass ratios suggest:
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So we should look for new fermions at least up to (say) 100 times the existing

masses of (say) T and b. Here I will only briefly remark on some issues for

signatures and triggering for a few kinds of possible new physics, and list
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some of the questions that need to be considered in more detail at this

workshop and future ones.

SUPERSYMMETRY

Very good analyses have already been done here; earlier work can be

traced from ref. 14,15. Basically it is necessary to trigger on missing

momentum. The Standard Model backgrounds have been studied. One problem

needing more work is how to extrapolate to higher energies the missing

momentum that will occur in any event, due to escaping particles that would

normally be detected, detector losses, etc. The graphs I have looked at »

suggest that the total transverse energy of an event with no large PT activity

scales approximately linearly in Is. At 40 TeV that would give E~1 TeV. The

ET of an event with a hard collision is about twice that of a minimum bias

event, so it should be about 2 TeV. UA1 has argued that their missing energy

goes as the square root of ET,

Emiss=O.7/~.

Then to be safe any candidate for new physics is required to have 4x this

"one1" amount. At 40 TeV, this gives Emis ' 125 GeV, an amount not so large as

to make searches difficult. Basically, it means that supersymmetric partners

of mass less than a few hundred GeV are difficult to search for because of

this background, since they seldon give Emiss larger than the background.

Better estimates of the relevant numbers can be obtained from Monte Carlos at

this workshop and others.

HEAVY LEPTONS

Earlier calculations4 ,11 of heavy lepton production were based on Fig.

6a. More recently, Willenbrock and Dicus18 noted that if a heavy lepton
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existed, then a heavy quark might also exist, and then production of L+L

through a heavy Higgs would have a large cross section, from Fig. 6b. Even

more recently, calculations are underway19 producing heavy leptons via beams

of W's, analogous to the WW scattering processes. Just as the contribution of

Fig. lc dominated that of Fig. lb, one would expect the contribution of Fig.

6c to dominate that of Fig. 6b. For a heavy Higgs it certainly does, while,

for lighter Higgs they are comparable. Note the diagrams of Fig. 6c form a

gauge invariant set and none can be omitted; large cancellations occur among

them. The cross sections are remarkably large, allowing production of heavy

leptons up to 2 TeV or so in some situations; hadron colliders are impressive

sources of heavy leptons.

Considerable further study is needed on the signature for heavy leptons.

Suppose L+L- are produced. Most likely each lepton decays to a W± and a

neutral partner LO; the neutral partner may decay itself, or escape the

detector. If the LO escapes, the signature is a pair of wt, which give

missing momentum in their decay to ~~ , plus more missing momentum. It is not

at all clear how to identify such events. From Fig. 6c some L±LO events are

produced, with only one w± and one LO, so perhaps these events will be easier

to find. Monte Carlo studies are badly needed to examine these signatures.

Perhaps a useful approach would be to ask what kind of limits could be set on

the masses of heavy leptons (that couple to Higgs or to W's) if no signal were

observed.

TECHNICOLOR

Finally, it is interesting to look at signatures from technicolor. A few

particles that would be produced copiously are shown below, with accompanying

branching ratios20 , to suggest signatures.
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PARTICLE MASS(GEV) DECAYS

nT 24oi4/N tt 90%

gZ 10%

'lTi: to 75%T
gW± 20%

'ITO gy 70%T
gZ 30%

LQ 160/4/N tT,tv,bT,bv,c~,•••

Possible signatures are monojets from gZ with Z+vv,gy,W+jet, etc. Note that

for technicolor to be an explanation of some new signature, the whole pattern

of these must occur.

IMPORTANT TRIGGERS

From consideration of all the above physics we can construct a list of

desirable triggers. The goal presumably should be to simultaneously (i) get

to a trigger rate (~10 Hz?), perhaps in two levels, which can be handled with

reasonable detectors, and (ii) miss very little of any new physics that might

occur.

ZOZO

WW+Emiss

W+Emiss

j+E i ,jj+E i ,etc.m ss m ss

jR,±+E i
m ss

jZ
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isolated hardy (from compositeness, from decay of w~, from Y+hy, or
?)

T'S (isolated w± or wOw± are likely to be T'S)

"isolated" }.Ie with low mass (from rare decays such as &- }.Ie--
isolation would only be partial, and Monte Carlo studies would be
useful to judge how much)

±R.jR.j leptoquark states; R.=R. or \) )

Additional interesting triggers can surely be added, but if most of the above

ones can be done we will be very well off. For each trigger, we need to know

what is the expected rate for interesting physics, what is the trigger rate

due to backgrounds, and what fraction of the signal can be captured.
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Figure 3. Cross sec~ions ~or pp collisions a~ 40 TeV ~or W pair
produc~ion. The graphs o~ Fic.1a give ~he curve labeled M

H
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TeV. The graphs o~ FiC.1 and ~he ~irs~ ~hree graphs o~ Fig.2 give
~he curve labeled M~~ TeV. The ~ull contribu~ions ~or speci~ic
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Figure 6. The probabill~y ~ha~ ~he opening angle be~veen ~he

t'ermions 1'rom W".• 1'C is less ~han ~he given opening angle Co) is
shovn. No~e ~ha~ ~he openine anele for lonci~udinai W~s is less
~han 1'or ~ransverse W~s.
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